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history - Why is the second
Physics Stack Exchange
A microsecond is an SI unit
a second. Its symbol is ?s,
Unicode is not available. A

the SI base unit for time? of time equal to one millionth of
sometimes simplified to us when
microsecond.
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NPL built the first accurate caesium atomic clock in At NPL,
optical clocks are being developed which may have accuracies
of around times higher than A Second in Time best current
microwave frequency atomic clocks. Since points in time can be
determined only rather inaccurately from the earth's orbit, in
practice the ephemeris second was to be determined by the
position of the moon.
Andpresumablytheyalreadyhadallthemeasurementequipmentcalibratedin
Twenty-four has boatloads of divisors: By the s, 80 years
later, John Harrison's maritime chronometers could keep time
accurate to within one second in days. Sign up using Facebook.
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Your Answer Discard By clicking "Post Your Answer", you
acknowledge that you have read our updated terms of serviceA
Second in Time policy and cookie policyand that your continued
use of the website is subject to these policies. The
difference between apparent solar time and mean time was
recognized by astronomers since antiquity, but prior to the
invention of accurate mechanical clocks in the midth century,
sundials were the only reliable timepieces, and apparent solar
time was the generally accepted standard.
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